This paper is a description of our system submitted to the 5th CHiME challenge. In this challenge, we only focus on the A-single-array task. Several improvements over the conventional ASR baseline have been used, including the speech processing front-end, the automatic training data augmentation of the official training data, and the acoustic model combination with different structures. The final overall WERs of both the development and evaluation sets only using the reference Kinect array are around 64%.
Background
The series of CHiME challenge aims to advance robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies. The 5th CHiME Challenge (CHiME-5), which considers the task of distant multi-microphone conversational ASR in real home environments. CHiME-5 features two tracks depending on the number of microphone arrays available for testing: a single-array track (A-single-array) and a multiple-array track. For each track, distinct rankings will be produced for systems focusing on robustness with respect to distant-microphone capture vs. systems attempting to address all aspects of the task including conversational language modeling [1] .
It is the first time that we are participating in the CHiME challenge. For CHiME-5, we only focus on the A-single-array track, in which only one reference array is used to recognize a given evaluation utterance, and all our sub-systems are based on the conventional acoustic modeling and official language modeling: the outputs of the acoustic model remain frame-level tied phonetic (senone) targets, and the lexicon and language model are the same ones used in the conventional ASR baseline [1] . Compared with the baseline, our contribution includes: 1) New log mel filterbank (FBANK) features instead of MFCCs are used to build the acoustic models; 2) Training data augmentation; 3) Different acoustic model architectures; 4) System fusion using minimum Bayes risk decoding.
Contributions
The overall system framework is shown in Fig.1 . We perform the 4-channel singe-array beamforming used in the Kaldi baseline [1] to all the training, development and evaluation datasets. Three types of acoustic models with different structures are built on the same augmented training data. In the testing stage, multiple systems with different acoustic models are fused at the lattice level, using the minimum Bayes risk decoding. We don't change the language model and lexicon, they are the same ones as in the conventional ASR baseline.
Speech enhancement
Two speech enhancement approaches are tried in our systems. The first one is the same approach used in the ASR baseline, Figure 1 : System framework.
which is a weighted delay-and-sum beamforming approach [2] . This beamforming is used to enhance both the development and evaluation speech. Moreover, it is also applied to the 4-channel training speech to generate its enhanced version to match the testing 4-channel case.
The second one is also similar to the baseline beamforming, as shown in Fig.2 , it enhances speech in three steps: first we use the weighted prediction error (WPE) method to improve the robustness of source separation against reverberation [3] , then a mask estimation method based on a complex angular central gaussian mixture model (CACGMM) is used to separate the sources [4] , at last the generalized sidelobe cancelation (GSC) beamforming weights are estimated based on the soft mask. We call this approach as WCG beamforming. 
Training data augmentation
Data augmentation is a common way to enlarge the training data coverage. It is adopted to improve the robustness of the acoustic models. In our system, we perform several straightforward ways which directly process the raw audio signal collected only from the binaural microphones (both left and right channels), to augment the training data. First, we change the speed of the audio signal, producing 3 versions of the original signal with speed factors of 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1. Then, the pitch and volume of the audio is randomly modified to simulate the effect of pitch variation and different recording volumes. Moreover, in order CHiME 2018 Workshop on Speech Processing in Everyday Environments 07 September 2018, Hyderabad, India to simulate the noise types of parties, we automatically select those segments in the training data which have been forcedaligned as noises. These noise segments are then taken as the noise sources to be added to the raw audio signal at a random SNR. Finally, we combine the beamformer enhanced version of the training data together with these augmented versions, the channel 1 of all Kinect microphone data and the development set of its binaural microphone data as the final training dataset to train all of the acoustic models with variety structures.
Feature extraction
Instead of using the MFCCs as in the official conventional ASR baseline, we use a 80-dimensional FBANK features to train all of our deep neural networks.
Acoustic models
Based on the hidden Markov model-Gaussian mixture model (HMM-GMM) system in the conventional ASR baseline, we use Kaldi toolkit [5] to train three types of neural networks. They are the FTDNN: a factored form of time delay neural network (TDNN) which is structurally the same as a sub-sampled TDNN [6] whose layers have been compressed via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), but is trained from a random start with one of the two factors of each matrix constrained to be semi-orthogonal [7] , it has 11 layers, the hidden-layer dimension is 1536, and the linear bottleneck size is 384; BLSTM: the bidirectional long short term memory model (BLSTM) with 3 layers, each hidden layer consists of 1024 memory cells together with a 256-node projection and non-projection layer [8] . LTSVD: it is similar to the LTDNN structure in [9] , it is a 768 dimensional system with a mixture architecture of LSTMPs and sub-sampled TDNNs, using 3 fast-LSTMP layers interleaved with 7 spliced TDNN layers, but the 3 fast-LSTMP layers have been compressed via 256-dimensional SVD; All of these acoustic models use the lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) training criterion [10] . We use the same contextdependency tree of the baseline TDNN system for all the other AM structures.
For the FTDNN and LTSVD models, the skip connections idea is applied. This is somewhat related to the highway connections [11] The basic idea is that some layers receive as input, not just the output of the previous layer but also selected other prior layers which are appended to the previous one. Details of the skip connection structures can be found in the Kaldi github repository of egs/swbd/s5c/local/chain/tuning/run tdnn 7p.sh and egs/swbd/s5c/local/chain/tuning/run tdnn lstm 1n.sh.
Experimental evaluation 3.1. Speech enhancement
In our experiments, we compared the official beamforming approach with our proposed WCG one. We use the official TDNN baseline system to examine these speech enhancement approaches. Results are shown in Table 1 . We find that the official one is a bit better than ours. So we choose to directly use the official beamforming to build our final system. Table 2 reports the results of the difference between MFCC and FBANK features on the development set for A-single-array track, using the official TDNN system. It can be seen that, the 80-dimensional FBANK features outperform the MFCCs by a We use the FTDNN system to evaluate the effectiveness of the training data augmentation approaches. The results on the development set are shown in Table 3 . We take the training dataset (in data/train worn u100k cleaned sp) used for TDNN training in the official conventional ASR system as the baseline. Then we combine those utterances extracted from the channel 1 of all Kinect microphone array, and both left and right channels of the binaural microphone data. The train worn uall cleaned sp refers to its cleaned version with speed perturbation, it is around 646 hours training data in total. We obtain absolute 3.13% WER reduction when we use more data from the Kinect microphone array. As it is allowed to use the development audio and its annotation for training acoustic models, so we add the development set of its binaural microphone data to the 646 hours training data, further absolute 1.86% WER reduction is obtained. From the last second line of Table 3 , we find only absolute 2.44% performance improvement by using the volume, pitch and noise augmentation. However, we don't achieve any benefit by adding the beamformer enhanced version (uall bf ) of all training data from Kinect microphone array to train the FTDNN model. Therefore, we take the training dataset which obtained the WER=68.16% of FTDNN system to train all the other two sub-systems.
Feature extraction

Acoustic models
Three sub-systems are built and fused at the lattice level using the minimum Bayes risk decoding citerion. We can see that, the FTDNN is the best single system, and system fusion gives absolute 3.71% WER reduction. The submitted results of both the development and evaluation test sets are the outputs from the fusion of three sub-systems. Table 5 shows the results for the best system (system fusion). It gives the result per session and location together with the overall WER. It is not surprising that adding the development data to the training dataset to build the acoustic models can improve the performance when it is evaluated on the development set itself. However, we are worried about that, the acoustic model parameters tuned on the development set may be difficult to be generalized to the evaluation set, since these models may overfit to the development dataset. It is surprising that we got almost the same performance for both the development and evaluation sets. And we also tested the evaluation set on the system that trained without adding the development data. We found that, the overfit problem was not serious as we worried about. 
Conclusion
This paper is a simple description of the SHNU system that submitted to the CHiME-5 challenge. Different beamforming, data augmentation approaches, variants of acoustic model architectures, and system combination were investigated to improve the final system. Unfortunately, our WCG beamforming did not improve the performance, but the rest of the techniques significantly improved the performance from the baseline. Our future work will focus on exploring new and effective front-end technique to do the noisy speech separation and enhancement.
